PREMIUM BARVITA
POSLOVNA DARILA
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accessories
COSMETIC BAG LILLY (STN90)

18K GOLD
zippers

SAFFIANO
LEATHER

2

Elegant cosmetic bag Lilly made of original Saffiano
leather. It has a high-quality snag-free YKK zipper
covered with 18K gold. Great gift choice for any
woman.
Measurements: 17,5 x 11 x 5 cm
Materials: Saffiano leather, metal, 18K Gold, YKK zippers
Packing: elegant carton box
Printing: L
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accessories
CONRAD LEATHER WALLET (SPN60)
Functional wallet Conrad for demanding men. It’s
made of cowhide leather, with colored material insert.
It includes 2 large banknote compartments, 6 credit
card and vehicle registration certiﬁcate slots.
COWHIDE
LEATHER

Measurements: 10 x 11 x 1 cm
Materials: polyester, cowhide leather
Packing: elegant carton box
Printing: L
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sling backpacks
SLING BACKPACK XENON (LPN750)
A small, one shoulder single-compartment
backpack with numerous pockets to keep
things in order and protect things from
damage. The adjustable shoulder strap has
a zippered pocket. The backpack can be
worn on the right or left shoulder.
The hidden main zipper (access to the
inside of the backpack from the back)
increases protection against theft. The
backpack has colorful inserts and metal
zippers.
Materials: 1680D nylon, metal elements
Dimensions: 21 x 34 x 12 cm
Capacity: 8 l

STIFFENED
WALLS

HIDDENMAIN
ZIPPER

ADJUSTABLE
STRAP SIDE
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backpacks
ANTI-THEFT BACKPACK XENON 17”A (LPN700)

STIFFENED
WALLS

HIDDENMAIN
ZIPPER

SUITCASE
BELT

A large single-compartment backpack with numerous
pockets and two compartments that help to keep
order and protect things from damage. A hidden main
zipper (access to the inside of the backpack on the
back) increases protection against theft. The backpack
has colorful inserts, metal zippers, a padded upper
handle and a strap on the back that allows you to
attach the backpack to a suitcase while traveling.
Materials: 1680D nylon, metal elements
Dimensions: 30.5 x 46 x 17.5 cm
Caparcity: 24 l

Xenon

Anti-theft
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backpacks
VOYAGER I BUSINESS BACKPACK (LPN650)

LAPTOP
POCKET 15”

Business backpack Voyager, made of top quality
materials: 1680D polyester and dobby polyester.
It has large single compartment with a laptop pocket
Includes key fob, multiple pockets for organization
and padded top handle for a comfortable carry
option.
Measurements: 34 x 46 x 19 cm
Materials: 1680D polyester + dobby polyester
Printing: S
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backpacks
VOYAGER II LAPTOP & DOCUMENT BACKPACK
(LPN600)
LAPTOP
POCKET 15”

Large, spacious backpack with a solid frame stiffened
with EVA foam. Made of the 1680 Denier Ballistic
Nylon for strength and abrasion resistance. Spacious
main compartment which includes a rigid laptop
pocket and space for document. Voyager backpack
includes air channel system on the back, lumbar
support, gunmetal zipper pulls and solid top carry
handle.
Measurements: 33 x 42 x 20 cm
Materials: 1680 Denier Ballistic Nylon, EVA foam
Printing: S
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accessories
COSMETIC BAG VOYAGER (FT650)

METAL
HOOK

Cosmetic bag Voyager is made of 1680D polyester,
a material that provides durability and abrasion
resistance. The cosmetic bag has one compartment
with numerous pockets and a hook that allows you to
hang it to have it at hand. At the back of the toiletry
bag there is a pocket for small cosmetic items or
medicines.
Dimensions: 24 x 16.5 x 9 cm
Materials: 1680D polyester
Capacity: 3.5 l
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laptop bags
VOYAGER LAPTOP BAG (LLN601)
Laptop bag Voyager offers a single compartment
with a padded laptop pocket and extra space for
A4-size documents.
The bag features an exterior front pocket for
accessories. It has soft handles, metal swivel hooks
and a padded adjustable strap.
Measurements: 43 x 32 x 11 cm
Materials: 1680D polyester + dobby polyester
Printing: S
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backpacks
MISTRAL 2IN1 BACKPACK & TRAVEL BAG (LLN201)

CABIN
LUGGAGE

2in1
TRAVEL BAG
& BACKPACK

2 products in 1: backpack and carry-on bag Mistral.
Light, spacious, with straps inside. It has retractable
braces, a detachable, adjustable shoulder strap,
fastening straps, a spacious main compartment,
an outer pocket with a zipper. Made of durable
material.
Measurements: 40 x 31 x1 5 cm
Materials: polyester poly ﬁlamem 210x210D
Printing: S

2 in 1

Travel bag
& Backpack
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accesories
MISTRAL BEAUTY CASE (LKN201)

CABIN
LUGGAGE

Practical and elegant Mistral beauty case equipped
with a slide-out handle. On the back, it has an
additional handle that allows it to be attached to a
suitcase frame. Inside, there is a small organizer for
utensils. It is equipped with a detachable shoulder
strap and high-quality YKK zippers.
Measurements: 30 x 22 x 17 cm
Materials: polyester poly ﬁlamem 210x210D
Printing: S

Designed
for travel
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umbrellas
FULL AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE (US20)

ANTIWIND
SYSTEM

A very robust umbrella from the Cambridge collection
with DAS (Double Automatic System) and an antiwind system. The frame is made from metal and the
handle is covered with ABS plastic for a safe grip
and a nice feeling. It is ideal for women’s handbags.
The carrying case is included. Packed in a protective
cover.
Measurements: ø 99 cm
Materials: Poliester pongee
Packing: protective pouch & white gift bag
Printing: S

DAS
SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC
CLOSING
AND
OPENING
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umbrellas
UMBRELLA XENON (UP60)

ANTIWIND
SYSTEM

DAS
SYSTEM

AUTOMATIC
CLOSING
AND
OPENING

A classic, strong umbrella with a long and durable
frame. The umbrella has a DAS mechanism (automatic
opening and closing mechanism using a button), and
an anti-wind system (thanks to a durable glass ﬁber
frame, the canopy bends rather than breaking during
strong winds). Equipped with an elegant, comfortable
handle. The umbrella has 8 panels and a modern
frame. Business design perfect for both men and
women. The umbrella is secured with a cover.
Dimensions:
length of the folded umbrella: 85 cm
canopy diameter: 102 cm
Number of panels: 8
Material: polyester, ﬁberglass, metal, plastic
Printing: S

umbrellas

umbrellas

UMBRELLA LONDON (UP50)

UMBRELLA OXFORD (UP10)

An automatic umbrella London with 8 panels, a steel
frame and a rubberized handle. The combination
of classical color and a modern shape. Packed in a
protective cover.

An automatic umbrella Oxford made of best quality
materials. It’s classy design makes
kes it an
timeless gift and long lasting.

Measurements: 87 cm
Materials: Poliester pongee
Packing: protective pouch
Printing: S
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Measurements: ř 102 cm
Materials: cotton-polyester mix, metal
Packing: protective pouch
Printing: S
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thermal mugs
NORDIC THERMAL MUG (HDN01)

MAINTAINING
THE
TEMPERATURE
UP TO 24H

DOUBLE
VACUUM
WALL

MARKING:
ENGRAVING

The Nordic thermal mug is more than just a standard
mug or a water bottle. It has a vacuum insulated
double wall that protects the temperature of the
drink. Cold drinks maintain their temperature for up
to 24 hours, warm drinks for up to 12 hours and hot
drinks for up to 6 hours. Made of 18/8 stainless steel,
which not only ensures durability, but also protects
the product against aromas and ﬂavors. It has a wide
opening that makes it easy to clean the mug and also
allows you to put ice inside.
Measurements: 7,5 x 24,7 cm
Capacity: 700 ml
Materials: stainless steel, plastic
Packing: carton box
Printing: UV, L

Large capacity

700 ml
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food jars
NORDIC VACUUM FOOD THERMOS (HFN01)

MAINTAINING
THE
TEMPERATURE
UP TO 24H

DOUBLE
VACUUM
WALL

MARKING:
ENGRAVING

The vacuum food thermos will keep your meal
at the right temperature for hours. Easy opening
and convenient consumption of a meal. Made of
extremely durable 18/8 stainless steel, naturally free
from BPA and phthalates, resistant to mechanical
damage. The food thermos does not affect the taste
and smell of food. It has a double insulation, thanks
to which it maintains the desired temperature of food
for 6 hours.
The wide opening makes it easy to ﬁll and clean the
thermos.
Measurements: 9,1 x 18 cm
Capacity: 600 ml
Materials: stainless steel, plastic
Packing: carton box
Printing: UV, L

Large capacity

600 ml
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thermoses
NORDIC STEEL VACUUM THERMOS (HTN01)

MAINTAINING
THE
TEMPERATURE
UP TO 24H

DOUBLE
VACUUM
WALL

MARKING:
ENGRAVING

Vacuum Thermos made of extremely durable 18/8
stainless steel, naturally BPA free.
Two steel walls, vacuum-insulated, maintain the
temperature of both cold and warm liquids for a
long time. The thermos cap also acts as a mug, its
double walls do not heat up, ensuring comfort of use.
Just unscrew the cap slightly and tilt the thermos
to ﬁll the cup. This solution protects the drink from
unnecessary cooling and from losing the stopper.
Powder coating provides a ﬁrm grip and great looks.
Measurements: 9 x 30,5 cm
Capacity: 1000 ml
Materials: stainless steel, plastic
Packing: carton box
Printing: UV, L

Large capacity

1000 ml
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practical sets

practical sets

NORDIC VACUUM FOOD THERMOS (HFN01)

NORDIC VACUUM FOOD THERMOS (HFN01)

NORDIC STEEL VACUUM THERMOS (HTN01)

NORDIC STEEL VACUUM THERMOS (HTN01)

SET NORDICFT

SET NORDICFT
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tools
MULTITOOL OPTIMA (MM06)
Professional and practical multitool. It has a
professional anchor expansion system, instead of the
defective spring system common on the market. The
base is equipped with universal pliers. It also contains
a wood saw, a knife, a cross screwdriver and a ﬂat
screwdriver, a bottle and can opener, a nail ﬁle.
It also includes the Safe function - it prevents
the tools from closing, protects against injuries.
Materials: aluminium, 3Cr13 stainless steel
Dimensions: 10.7 x 3.6 x 2.3 cm
Printing: L
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tools

tools

TOOL OPTIMA (MM08)

MINI MULTITOOL OPTIMA (MM07)

Professional and practical multitool. The base is
equipped with a carabiner with lock. It also contains
knife, a cross screwdriver and a ﬂat screwdriver, a
bottle opener and glass breaker.

Professional and practical multitool. It has a
professional anchor expansion system, instead of
the defective spring system common on the market.
The base is equipped with universal pliers. It also
contains a knife, a cross screwdriver and a ﬂ at
screwdriver, a bottle and can opener and carabiner.
It also includes the Safe function - it prevents the
tools from closing, protects against injuries.

It additionally includes the Safe function - it prevents
the tools from closing, protects against injuries.
Materials: aluminium, 3Cr13 stainless steel
Dimensions: 11.6 x 5.7 x 1.4 cm
Printing: L

Materials: aluminium, 3Cr13 stainless steel
Dimensions: 7.8 x 3.3 x 2.1 cm
Printing: L
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practical sets

practical sets

NORDIC STEEL VACUUM THERMOS (HTN01)
MULTITOOL OPTIMA (MM06)

NORDIC THERMAL MUG (HDN01)

SET MMNT

FULL AUTOMATIC UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE (US20)

SET USND
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Več idej najdete na spletni strani: https://www.axismundi.si/e-katalogi

IN, d.o.o., Brnčičeva ulica 29, SI-1231 Ljubljana-Črnuče
E: info@axismundi.si T: +386 1 560 7644

